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Choose a verb (Box A) + an adverb (Box B) to complete the sentences: 

 

A come know sleep win 

explain listen think work 

B carefully clearly hard well 

carefully easily quickly well 

 

 

1. I’m going to tell you something very important, so please __listen carefully_. 

2. Ann! I need your help. __Come quickly_! 

3. They work hard. At the end of the day they’re always tired. 

4. I’m tired this morning. I didn’t sleep well   last night. 

5. You’re a much better tennis player than me. When we play, you always win 

easily. 

6. Think carefully before you answer the question. 

7. I’ve met Alice a few times but I don’t know her very well. 

8. Our teacher isn’t very good. Sometimes he doesn’t explain things very clearly/ 

well. 
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Exercise 2: 

 Construct adverbs out of the adjectives. 

1. quiet → quietly 

2. wild → wildly 

3. whole → wholly 

4. funny → funnily 

5. good → well  

6.         brief → briefly 

7. natural → naturally  

8. extreme → extremely 

9. frequent → frequently  

10.  entire→ entirely 

 

 

Exercise 3: 

 

Fill in the blanks with adverbs: 

 

1. Your English is perfect. You speak English perfectly. 

2. I am so healthy because I eat healthily. 

3. Bob is a friendly boy. He greets everybody in a friendly way. 

4. My dad is an early bird, he gets up   early every day. 

5. One question in the test was so difficult, I could only answer it with difficulty. 

6. I am extremely happy in my new job. 

7. She's in hospital with a seriously injured neck. 

8. It's incredibly easy to make a mistake when knitting. 

9. The girl climbed dangerously high up the tree. 

10. Because of the thick fog I drove extremely carefully. 
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Exercise 4: 

 

 

Fill the blanks with correct adjective or adverb: 

 

 

1. He's always in a rush. I don't understand why he walks so ____________ 

(quick/quickly). 

2. I prefer studying in the library. It's always_______________ (quiet/quietly). 

3. Michael __________ (happy/happily) took the assistant job. He had been looking 

for a position all summer. 

4. Marta dances _____________ (beautiful/beautifully). She's been taking ballet 

since she was five years old. 

5. They speak French very ____________ (good/well). They lived in France for two 

years. 

6. My neighbor always plays ___________ (loud/loudly) music on the weekends. It's 

so annoying. 

7. Please be __________ (careful/carefully) in the hallway. The walls have just been 

painted. 

8. Dan is very smart, but he is not a very___________ (good/well) student. 

9. He reacted __________ (angry/angrily) to the news. I have never seen him so 

upset. 

10. We didn't ______________ (complete/completely) understand the instructions. 
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